Wider access for Artificial Intelligence

As of 2008 Artificial Intelligence will offer increased access to end users via the following options:

Delayed open access – Elsevier will ensure that all articles published in Artificial Intelligence today will be available to all, in perpetuity from 4 years after first publication.

IJCAI access – Elsevier offers IJCAI associates immediate online access to Artificial Intelligence. Find out how to become a registered associate of the AIJ division of IJCAI for free and activate your complimentary personal online access at www.aijd.org today.

Sponsored articles – Authors also have the option to sponsor their article so it has permanent open access immediately.

Aims and scope

Since its foundation in 1970, Artificial Intelligence has been the major international forum for the publication of new research results in the field of artificial intelligence. The journal publishes basic and applied papers describing mature work involving computational accounts of aspects of intelligence. Specifically, it welcomes papers on:

- automated reasoning, including theorem proving and constraints
- computational theories of learning
- heuristic search
- knowledge representation
- methods for handling uncertainty
- planning, scheduling and optimization
- qualitative and commonsense reasoning
- signal, image, speech and natural language understanding
- robotics
- software and hardware architectures for AI
- theories of agent based systems

Submit to AIJ today

As a result of the wider access options (delayed open access, IJCAI access, sponsored articles) authors can be assured of the widest possible audience for their papers.

Submission details can be found at: www.aijd.org